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Pro-Gaff™
Applications include, temporary holding of light fixtures, wire and cable hold down, marking and labeling equipment cases. High visibility colors for safety marking of stairs, exits or sets. Also used for dance floor splicing and bundling of cables. 21 colors make it easy to match any carpet color.

Pro-Gaff™ Fluorescent
Provides the same benefits of ProGaff including easy cross-tear and excellent conformability. The four fluorescent colors are compatible with UV Light or Black Lights and have outstanding visibility. Used in marking cases or safety applications. Easy to write on with Sharpie® or grease pencil.

Shurtape® P-665 Premium Gaff
Combines economy with performance. A vinyl coated cloth with a matte finish that provides excellent performance in general purpose holding, sealing, splicing, and decorative applications. High quality adhesive system ensures clean removability in most applications. Available in Black, White, and Grey.

Shurtape® P-661 Glow Gaff
P-661 is a premium gaffer product that glows in the dark. It boasts the same high quality adhesive system as P-665 and therefore it has good adhesion and clean removability. Applications for stage safety are numerous: including marking stairs, exits etc. P-661 is printable and can be die-cut to shapes or to size. Excellent conformability allows it to be used on a wide variety of surfaces.

Shurtape® Professional Grade Gaff
A highly versatile and popular matte surface cloth tape. Has the highest Tensile strength and adhesion of any vinyl impregnated cloth tape. The vinyl impregnation provides excellent weather and moisture resistance. Also has the highest temperature range and the cleanest removability. It is widely used throughout the Arts & Entertainment industry for holding and sealing applications.

Caution Cable
Custom printed version of Pro-Gaff tape. Used to cover and protect wire and cable. Widely used in television, audio-visual, rock and roll, trade shows, and conventions. Fluorescent colors of Pro-Gaff tape glow vividly under black light. Caution Cable tape is available in numerous language translations. Custom prints are also available.

Pro-Spike Tape
Features a high performance adhesive system. Pro-Spike Tape is highly conformable to irregular surfaces. Waterproof and abrasion resistant, Pro-Spike Tape is used to mark stages for actors, directional signals for dark stages and color-coding. Available in 17 standard and 4 fluorescent colors.

Artist Tape
Flatback paper tape used for marking boards, color coding & labeling. Artist tape has a repositionable clean removal adhesive system that does not leave any residue. Will not ghost or stain sound or lighting boards. Printable with Flexo inks, markers, pens & pencils. Available in 7 standard colors and 4 fluorescent colors.

Shurtape® P-743 Photo Masking Tape
Opaque, black matte-surface… the “photographers masking tape.” Engineered expressly for quality photographic reproduction work. Uses include, cropping and edging negatives, positioning negatives for contact printing, sealing camera bellows and film holders against light leaks.

Pro-Glow™ Tape
Glow in the dark, phosphorescent vinyl tape. Glows vividly in the dark. Used to mark panels, light switches, and other dark areas in theaters and back stage. Light energy absorbing, no radiation hazards. Printable and die cuttable.

Pro-Chroma Cloth™
Used for invisible seaming of Chroma green or blue backdrops and cloths. Also used to key small objects or areas. It has a high quality adhesive system that sticks to a wide variety of materials and a thin profile that does not need to be edited out. Pro-Chroma is very conformable so it is useful on irregular shapes and surfaces. There is no drying time: stick and shoot.

Shurtape® P-160 Transparent Duct Tape
Pro-160 is a versatile, waterproof, poly-scrim clear duct tape. Applications include bundling of wires, binding, hanging and sealing. Pro-160 has a non-yellowing acrylic adhesive system that will not ooze. Clear backing allows for a waterproof seal that does not obscure or obstruct print.

Pro-Camo Duct Tape
Camouflage Duct Tape available in Realtree Hardwoods Green HD® and Realtree Hardwoods Brown HD® patterns. Waterproof and virtually invisible in outdoor applications.
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ORDER BY PHONE 732•346•0900 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE @ WWW.PROTAPES.COM